HERBIE HANCOCK TRIO: HURRICANE!
with Ron Carter & Billy Cobham
VIEW Video
Dazzling pyrotechnics and stellar musicianship from Herbie Hancock on piano, Ron Carter on bass and Billy Cobham on drums. Live from Switzerland, this state-of-the-art, 7-camera production includes “Eye of the Hurricane,” “Willow Weep For Me” and “Dolphin Dance.” Three masters explore their roots and capture the full spectrum of the art of jazz. 60 minutes.

IN CONCERT ANDY LAVERNE AND JOHN ABERCROMBIE
Homespun Video
Invite two jazz masters into your living room for a concert you’ll enjoy watching again and again! Pianist Andy LaVerne and guitarist John Abercrombie present a superb set of live jazz, recorded at the Kleinert/James Arts Center in Woodstock, New York. Includes insightful backstage interviews & conversations, and the songs: Sweet and Lovely • John’s Waltz • How Deep Is Your Ocean • The Quality of Your Silence • I Hear a Rhapsody • I Loves You Porgy • Dream Team • By Name Only. 70-MIN. VIDEO • PERFORMANCE

OSCAR PETERSON: THE LIFE OF A LEGEND
Featuring Quincy Jones, Dizzy Gillespie, Ella Fitzgerald, Norman Granz and more
VIEW Video
In Peterson’s own articulate voice we hear stories of the man who made the music and the times that made the man: making history with Norman Granz’s Jazz at the Philharmonic, the clashes with racism that faced him and his racially-mixed trio, and a lifetime of performances with a who’s-who of jazz. Insightful moments at the Peterson family’s reunion disclose the personal price of greatness paid by Oscar and his relatives, distanced by the pianist’s commitment to his music and his years of life on the road. A personal look at a technical virtuoso and master of swing whose life has been shaped by the ambition to honor his father’s credo: “Be the best.” 2 Tapes - 51 minutes each.

OSCAR PETERSON: MUSIC IN THE KEY OF OSCAR
with Ella Fitzgerald, Dizzy Gillespie, Quincy Jones, Norman Granz and more
VIEW Video
This riveting new music documentary traces the history of piano legend Oscar Peterson, from his early days as Montreal’s teenage boogie-woogie sensation through his meteoric rise to international celebrity. One highlight in the treasure trove of musical gems is the legendary Oscar Peterson Trio (bassist Ray Brown and guitarist Herb Ellis) who, after a twenty-year hiatus, reunited in order to “prove that it still had the magic.” Over 45 minutes of classic and contemporary performances complemented by rare film footage and in-depth interviews with a cast of jazz legends, creates a chronicle spanning four decades of Oscar Peterson’s unforgettable music. Two tapes, 48 minutes each.

JOE WILLIAMS WITH GEORGE SHEARING: A SONG IS BORN
VIEW Video
Winner of the Down Beat Critics’ & Readers’ Polls. Joe is at the peak of his musical powers in this unique collaboration with piano legend George Shearing. His vocal excellence and impeccable taste are displayed in his versions of: A Child Is Born • Muddy Water • Tenderly • The Comeback • and nine other jewels. Live digital audio/video in 1991 from the Paul Masson Winery. 57 minutes.

GEORGE SHEARING – LULLABY OF BIRDLAND
VIEW Video
This jazz piano legend’s artistry is captured forever in this video that features him and bass sensation Neil Swainson caressing the songs of Rodgers & Hart, Hoagy Carmichael and Charlie Parker: Isn’t It Romantic • Donna Lee • Estate • Memphis in June • and Lullaby of Birdland. Recorded at the Paul Masson Winery in 1991. 55 minutes.

PIANO / KEYBOARD PERFORMANCE

THE CANADIAN BRASS MASTER CLASS
Canadian Brass
A fascinating educational program, showing five of the world’s master brass players working closely with students on specific performance issues. The video goes beyond information - it will serve as an inspiration to any aspiring student at any level. Besides the instructional aspects of the tape, the viewer gets a conversational, informal glimpse of the individuals who comprise this renowned ensemble. In three sections: Posture and Breathing, Tonguing and individuals who comprise this renowned ensemble. In three sections: Posture and Breathing, Tonguing and

THE CANADIAN BRASS LIVE
Canadian Brass
The famous concert antics that separate The Canadian Brass from all other ensembles are documented here in this lively example of the Brass at their best. The video has been highly acclaimed by critics, and was a winner in the American Film and Video Association awards. Program includes: “Just a Closer Walk,” “The Saints’ Hallelujah,” “Carnival of Venice,” “Handful of Keys,” “Canzona per sonare No. 4,” “Little Fugue in G minor,” the novelty disco number “Boy Mozart,” and the hilarious “Tribute to the Ballet.” Color, stereo, 50 minutes.

THE CANADIAN BRASS SPECTACULAR
Canadian Brass
A historic brass concert by The Canadian Brass and their special guests, the principal players of the New York Philharmonic and the Boston Symphony. The program includes Venetian antiphonal music by Gabrieli and Monteverdi, Beethoven’s “Fifth Symphony” (1st movement), Wellington’s “Victory” “Variations on a Theme of Thomas Tallis” by Vaughan Williams, an inspired salute to John Philip Sousa, and an unforgettable rendition of “Beale Street Blues.” Color, stereo, 60 minutes.

THE CANADIAN BRASS ON STAGE AT WOLF TRAP
Canadian Brass

BEGINNING JAZZ SAXOPHONE
Instructional Techniques and Jazz Concert Performance by Steve Wilkerson
Centerstream Publications
This video by saxophone master Steve Wilkerson features full-length jazz concert segments plus hands-on instruction on: control and phrasing; facial and breathing techniques; developing a big, powerful sound; how to get a jazz vibrato; what kind of mouth piece to use; how to play faster; how to sound like the legendary Stan Getz; and other essential techniques. The enclosed booklet contains the complete music to Steve’s popular original compositions “Goin’ Home,” “Andrea’s Song,” “Erle’s Girl,” and “Preachin’ Tenor.” 60 minutes.

BEGINNING SAX
with Scott Page
Star Licks
Scott Page is one of the most recognized sax players in rock. He presents beginners with essential basics to get them started as soloists. 34 minutes.

BEGINNING IMPROV: MOTIVIC DEVELOPMENT
When Music Works DVD Series
with Ed Tomassi
Berklee Press
In this Master Class, Berklee Professor and Saxophonist Ed Tomassi shows you how to build compelling improvisations out of just a few notes. Tomassi’s method makes improvising simple. He demonstrates techniques for creating graceful solos from a two-, three- or four-note riff or motive, and shows how to add depth and variety by stringing several motives together. His system is easy-to-understand and practice; it will help you develop more interesting, cohesive, and creative solos within any form or structure. 33 minutes.

JAZZ SAXOPHONE
Instructional Techniques and Jazz Concert Performance by Steve Wilkerson
Centerstream Publications
This video by saxophone master Steve Wilkerson features full-length jazz concert segments plus hands-on instruction on: control and phrasing; facial and breathing techniques; developing a big, powerful sound; how to get a jazz vibrato; what kind of mouth piece to use; how to play faster; how to sound like the legendary Stan Getz; and other essential techniques. The enclosed booklet contains the complete music to Steve’s popular original compositions “Goin’ Home,” “Andrea’s Song,” “Erle’s Girl,” and “Preachin’ Tenor.” 60 minutes.

SAXOPHONE INSTRUCTION
BEGINNING IMPROV: MOTIVIC DEVELOPMENT
When Music Works DVD Series
with Ed Tomassi
Berklee Press
In this Master Class, Berklee Professor and Saxophonist Ed Tomassi shows you how to build compelling improvisations out of just a few notes. Tomassi’s method makes improvising simple. He demonstrates techniques for creating graceful solos from a two-, three- or four-note riff or motive, and shows how to add depth and variety by stringing several motives together. His system is easy-to-understand and practice; it will help you develop more interesting, cohesive, and creative solos within any form or structure. 33 minutes.

SAXOPHONE INSTRUCTION
BEGINNING JAZZ SAXOPHONE
Instructional Techniques and Jazz Concert Performance by Steve Wilkerson
Centerstream Publications
This video by saxophone master Steve Wilkerson features full-length jazz concert segments plus hands-on instruction on: control and phrasing; facial and breathing techniques; developing a big, powerful sound; how to get a jazz vibrato; what kind of mouth piece to use; how to play faster; how to sound like the legendary Stan Getz; and other essential techniques. The enclosed booklet contains the complete music to Steve’s popular original compositions “Goin’ Home,” “Andrea’s Song,” “Erle’s Girl,” and “Preachin’ Tenor.” 60 minutes.

INSTRUMENTAL
THE GERRY MULLIGAN WORKSHOP VIDEO

by Emile De Cosmo
Hal Leonard

Legendary composer/arranger/baritone and soprano saxophonist Gerry Mulligan presents a jazz master class in this video presentation. He discusses the musicians and big bands who influenced him, the “Birth of the Cool” ensemble, his groundbreaking piano-less quartet and Concert Jazz Band, and his candid views on the music scene today. He also discusses and demonstrates his ideas on improvisation. As an added bonus, there are two previously unavailable performances of Mulligan in concert: one with his quartet and another with his Concert Jazz Band. 88 minutes.

______00320072 VHS Video .......................$19.95

PLAY SAX IN ONE HOUR

featuring George Shelby
Hal Leonard

In this informative video, versatile performer & educator George Shelby takes players step by step through the parts of the saxophone: the body, neck, neckstrap, mouthpiece, ligature and reed. He discusses how to assemble and hold the sax, and the proper way to blow and get good sound. George teaches the C scale going up and down, and demonstrates hitting high notes, tonguing, vibrato, growling, and much more. George plays in a wide variety of styles and has performed around the world with artists including Jim Brickman, Sheena Easton, David Foster, Melissa Manchester, Brian Setzer, The Rippingtons, Larry Carlton and others. 60 minutes.

______00320148 VHS Video .......................$19.95

PLAY ALTO SAX TODAY! DVD

THE ULTIMATE SELF-TEACHING METHOD!

featuring Jason Gillette
Hal Leonard

This DVD can be used as a supplement to the Play Alto Sax Today! Level 1 book, or alone as a great introduction to the alto saxophone. Simply follow along with the songs in the booklet as you watch the teacher on the DVD. This complete guide to the basics includes: assembly and maintenance • producing sound • music reading • playing songs with a backup band. Learn at your own pace and open the door to the world of alto saxophone music! 25 minutes.

______00320359 DVD .............................$14.95
______00699555 Level 1 Book/CD + DVD ......$19.95

THE DEXTER GORDON QUARTET
Rhapsody Films

“Dexter Gordon is warming up as this Jazz at the Maintenance Shop gig opens, still cutting an imposing presence as he ponders his saxophone. ‘It’s You or No One’ features a commanding Gordon solo, followed by a hair-raising ride by pianist George Cables. ‘The Panther’ features drummer Eddie Glaudien as a dynamo, swinging like crazy, with bassist Rufus Reid the perfect pocketkeeper. Gordon switches to soprano for ‘Alone Together’ and takes a searing ride. The saxophonist is a huge presence on ‘Back Stairs,’ building to a remarkable peak; then Cables unleashes a flight of fancy filled with witty asides, while Glaudien sets the place on fire. THIS IS SOME STARTLING JAZZ.”

- Robin Tolleson, Down Beat

67 minutes.

______00320201 VHS Video ........................$19.95

GROVER WASHINGTON, JR. IN CONCERT
VIEW Video

Multi-Grammy Award winner George Washington, Jr. is captured in this rare concert at the very peak of his powers. Backed by an all-star band with Richard Tee, Steve Gadd and Eric Gale, they perform the smash hits “Just the Two of Us,” “Winelight,” and many more. 60 minutes.

______00320080 .............................................$19.95

PHIL WOODS IN CONCERT: WITH JOE SUDLER’S SWING MACHINE
VIEW Video

Remarkable unity in a perfect match truly world-class saxophonist and a great orchestra. Whether Woods is laughing (as in “Groovin’ High”), crying ( “Body and Soul”), or singing the blues (“Blues in Exstasy”), the Swing Machine, which boasts great soloists of its own, underscores his every move. It’s a barn-burning, emotionally-charged performance. 67 minutes.

______00320087 VHS Video ...........................$19.95

TRUMPET PERFORMANCE

RON CARTER & ART FARMER: LIVE AT SWEET BASIL

with Billy Higgins & Cedar Walton
VIEW Video

Four of the world’s most respected musicians, together for the first time in a night of scintillating jazz. Recorded live in 1990, they perform a classic “My Funny Valentine” and original works created especially for this event. Contains rare rehearsal sessions and illuminating interviews. Digitally recorded and mastered. 67 minutes.

______00320087 VHS Video ...........................$19.95

TRUMPET INSTRUCTION

BEGINNING TRUMPET

with Michael Harris
Star Licks

Michael Harris covers the basics and incorporates exercises and demonstrations to get beginners started playing scales and simple melodies. 32 minutes.

______00324355 VHS Video ...........................$14.95

PLAY TRUMPET TODAY! DVD

THE ULTIMATE SELF-TEACHING METHOD!

featuring Charlie Menghini
Hal Leonard

This DVD can be used as a supplement to the Play Trumpet Today! Level 1 book, or alone as a great introduction to the trumpet. Simply follow along with the songs in the booklet as you watch the teacher on the DVD. This complete guide to the basics includes: assembly and maintenance • producing sound • music reading • playing songs with a backup band. Learn at your own pace and open the door to the world of trumpet music! 26 minutes.

______00699556 Level 1 Book/CD + DVD ......$19.95
**CLARINET**

**Play Clarinet Today! DVD**

**The Ultimate Self-Teaching Method!**

Featuring Andrea Bryk

Hal Leonard

This DVD can be used as a supplement to the Play Clarinet Today! Level 1 book, or alone as a great introduction to the clarinet. Simply follow along with the songs in the booklet as you watch the teacher on the DVD. This complete guide to the basics includes: assembly and maintenance, producing sound, music reading, playing songs with a backup band. Learn at your own pace and open the door to the world of clarinet music! 28 minutes.

- 00320358 DVD $14.95
- 00699554 Level 1 Book/CD + DVD $19.95

**FLUTE**

**Play Flute Today! DVD**

**The Ultimate Self-Teaching Method!**

Featuring Kaye Clements

Hal Leonard

This DVD can be used as a supplement to the Play Flute Today! Level 1 book, or alone as a great introduction to the flute. Simply follow along with the songs in the booklet as you watch the teacher on the DVD. This complete guide to the basics includes: assembly and maintenance, producing sound, music reading, playing songs with a backup band. Learn at your own pace and open the door to the world of flute music! 39 minutes.

- 00320360 DVD $14.95
- 00699553 Level 1 Book/CD + DVD $19.95

**DIZZY GILLESPIE: A NIGHT IN CHICAGO**

**VIEW Video**

This exciting video begins with Dizzy's band in rehearsal and culminates in a dynamic live concert performance. Dizzy shows and tells of the magic moment in 1942 when he composed this anthem of the bebop era, introducing Afro-Cuban rhythms to the mainstream of American jazz and breaking new musical ground. 53 minutes.

- 00320076 VHS Video $19.95
- 00320310 DVD $24.95

**THE VIOLIN IN MOTION**

**An Ergonomic Approach to Playing for All Levels and Styles**

Julie Lyonn Lieberman presents a much requested private lesson on video based on her internationally acclaimed book You Are Your Instrument. Her unique approach challenges the age-old “do as I do,” and offers violinists a physiological basis for building effortless, fluid technique based on individual body type. Julie offers dozens of key technical tips based on an ergonomic approach to playing, as well as a ten-minute exercise program. This video is equally valuable for violists. 60 minutes.

- 00320099 VHS Video $39.95

**VIOLIN**

**Techniques for the Contemporary String Player – 2–VIDEO SET**

With Julie Lyonn Lieberman on violin (assisted by Martha Colby on cello)

Huisku Music

The string community is in the midst of a stylistic metamorphosis. Scores are incorporating scales, rhythms, ornaments, and textural ideas from the music of the world. Over eighteen string styles have surged in popularity, including blues, swing, rock, old time, Celtic, Cajun, Cape Breton, Flamenco, Gypsy and Latin, to name a few.

Whether you want to learn a new style, be ready for anything that comes up at a jam session, or meet the demands of new orchestral scores with ease, this video will help you develop the necessary right-hand skills. Julie Lyonn Lieberman has examined the technical demands of all the alternative styles and organized the most essential right-hand skills into one video.

**Part I – The Bow Hand** includes demonstrations on violin and cello: basic bow hold • muscle isolation exercises (fingers, dome, wrist, and forearm) • paradiddles: twos and threes • clipped bows • upbows and syncopation • swells, surges and scoops • rhythmizing the bow • rock ponticello • swing bowings and fiddle bowings including shuffle stroke, the whip, the Flamenco flick and cross-bow patterns • playing healthy • and more!

**Part II – The Left Hand** covers: basic set-up • thumb hinge • trampoline fingers • chromatic motion • vibrato • ornaments (trills, slides, grace notes, turns, jazz embellishments) • double stops (unisons, octaves and chords) • playing on chord changes • walking bass • slap technique • and more.

- 00320315 Complete Two-Tape Series $60.00
- 00320313 Part I Only – The Bow Hand $34.99
- 00320314 Part II Only – The Left Hand $34.99
LEARN TO SING
THE BLUES
17 Tips for Performing Vocalists
by Gaye Adegbalola with Judy Laius-Watson, piano
Homespun Video
Blues singer Gaye Adegbalola (of Saffire - The Uppity Blues Women) identifies 17 key points to help a singer put his or her song across - personalizing a song, choosing a repertoire, picking the right tempo and key, phrasing, etc. - and provides technical instruction in breathing, vibrato, the "growl," the octave slur, and other elements of singing. To illustrate these tips, she performs all or part of more than a dozen traditional and original songs, including: Fishing Blues • Hear Me Talkin' to Ya • Down Home Blues • Meet Me With Your Black Drawers On • Staggerlee • C.C. Rider • and more. 80-MIN VIDEO • INCLUDES SONG LYRICS • ALL LEVELS
______00641160 VHS Video ...................................$29.95

LEARN TO SING
WESTERN HARMONY
SING THE COWBOY WAY!
by Riders In The Sky
Homespun Video
In the lighthearted, humorous manner that has endeared them to millions of fans, Riders In The Sky teach several well-known cowboy, folk and country songs. They break down their vocal arrangements, teaching the melody and harmony lines both singly and in a group setting. Vocalists will soon hold their own when joining in with friends and singing partners on favorite Western songs. 60-MIN VIDEO • INCLUDES MUSIC + LYRICS • ALL LEVELS
______00641162 VHS Video ...................................$29.95

MARIA MULDAUR
– VOCAL STYLE AND PERFORMANCE
Tips from A Pro
by Maria Muldaur
Homespun Video
A veteran pop/jazz/blues singer reveals many of the important secrets that have helped her to become one of the top entertainers in the country. Maria teaches her personal vocal warm-up exercises, plus tips on phrasing, building a song for dramatic impact, channeling emotions, proper breathing and many more "tricks of the trade." Includes free vocal warm-up cassette. 90-MIN VIDEO • INCLUDES FREE PRACTICE TAPE • ALL LEVELS
______00641163 VHS Video ...................................$39.95

THE NASHVILLE BLUEGRASS BAND
– VOCAL HARMONY WORKSHOP
SINGING BLUEGRASS AND GOSPEL SONGS
by The Nashville Bluegrass Band with special guests The Fairfield Four
Homespun Video
The Nashville Bluegrass Band breaks down their renowned harmony singing for all aspiring group vocalists! Guides singers through arrangements, from basic duets to stirring three-, four- and five-part harmonies, for old-time country bluegrass and gospel songs. 60-MIN VIDEO • INCLUDES MUSIC + LYRICS • ALL LEVELS
______00641160 VHS Video ...................................$29.95

ODETTA
EXPLORING LIFE, MUSIC AND SONG
by Dr. Ysaye M. Barnwell
Homespun Video
One of the most beloved figures of American folk music shares the wisdom, history and singing technique that she has acquired during a lifetime of experience. Aspiring singers will be fascinated by Odetta’s thoughts on vocal style and technique, how she warms up for a concert, her process in choosing her repertoire and how she approaches a song’s lyrics. Includes demonstration/ performances of: On Top of Old Smoky • Motherless Child • Lay My Burden Down • True Believer • Water Is Wide/Gift of Heaven Medley • Sittin’ Here in Limbo • Hit or Miss • and Cool Water. 80-MIN VIDEO • ALL LEVELS
______00641163 VHS Video ...................................$29.95

THE SINGER’S TOOL BOX
featuring Mark Baxter
Star Licks
By David Craig
Applause Books
Every instrument requires maintenance, including the voice! Jam-packed with essential info & exercises for any style singer, this video teaches: how your voice works, four steps to keep your voice strong, performance tips, how to repair vocal damage, and much more. No prior training is needed, so you can start singing today! Mark Baxter is a professional voice teacher whose clients have included: Steven Tyler (Aerosmith), Gary Cherone (Van Halen), Peter Wolf (J. Geils Band), The Mighty Mighty Bosstones, Carrie Hamilton (Rent), and others. 50 minutes
______00320048 VHS Video ...................................$14.95

ON SINGING ONSTAGE
by David Craig
Applause Books
David Craig, the legendary coaching instructor whose students have included some of the major actors of our time - including Carol Burnett, Lee Grant, Valerie Harper, Barbara Harris, Rock Hudson, Jack Klugman, Coris Leachman, Roddy McDowell, Anthony Perkins, Roger Rees, Eva Marie Saint, Cicely Tyson and Nancy Walker - shares his stage wisdom and dynamic acting advice in this extraordinary instructional video series of six master classes "on singing onstage." The On Singing Onstage Video Library is a “must have” for drama departments, acting schools, and library collections countrywide, and will be an invaluable tool for anyone hoping to give a winning singing performance on the stage. Includes: Class One - Lectures • Class Two - Technique • Class Three - Subtext • Class Four - The Ballad • Class Five - The Uptempo • Class Six - Performance/Q&A.
______00314003 Six-Tape VHS Video Set.................$495.00

Pete Seeger’s FAMILY SING-A-LONG
by Mike and Peggy Seeger
Homespun Video
Please see the Children’s section for a complete description.
______00641164 VHS Video ...................................$19.95

THE SINGER
by David Craig
Applause Books
A must-have for drama departments, acting schools, and library collections countrywide, this guide teaches: how your voice works, four steps to keep your voice strong, performance tips, how to repair vocal damage, and much more. No prior training is needed, so you can start singing today! David Craig is a legendary coaching instructor whose students have included: Steven Tyler (Aerosmith), Gary Cherone (Van Halen), Peter Wolf (J. Geils Band), The Mighty Mighty Bosstones, Carrie Hamilton (Rent), and others. 50 minutes
______00320048 VHS Video ...................................$14.95
VOCAL PRACTICE
FOR PERFORMANCE
WHEN MUSIC WORKS DVD SERIES
with Donna McElroy
Berklee Press
Sing with more power and passion under the guidance of Donna McElroy, Berklee Professor, Grammy nominee, Dove Award winner, and vocalist on multiple gold and platinum records. In this Master Class, McElroy shows you how to use the whole body to become the best singer you can be. See her work with a vocal student one-on-one, demonstrating how to use different muscle groups to increase vocal strength and endurance. She also provides lifestyle tips and simple everyday exercises to help you cultivate and protect the source of your vocal power - and sing with more freedom, force and stamina.

50448017 DVD ....................................$19.95

VOCAL TECHNIQUES
FOR OLD-TIME MOUNTAIN MUSIC
taught by Cary Fridley with Frank Lee and The Freight Hoppers Homespun Video
Here's a singing lesson from one of the young sensations of old-time music. Cary Fridley teaches the vocal techniques necessary for singing songs and ballads in the styles of the great southern mountain singers. She covers important subjects such as phrasing, projection, pitch, and communicating a song's message while teaching beautiful songs from the traditional repertoire: I Am a Man of Constant Sorrow • The Sailor on the Deep Blue Sea • Single Girl, Married Girl • Anchored in Love • My Love Has Brought Me to Despair. 60-MIN. VIDEO • ALL LEVELS

00641161 VHS Video ................................$19.95

YOU CAN SING!
taught by Penny Nichols Homespun Video
This tape is an encouraging and enjoyable lesson that will turn "listeners" into singers. It will help break down inhibitions, teach pitch perception and basic music theory, and get anyone started making wonderful vocal music.

60-MIN. VIDEO • NOVICE LEVEL

00641161 VHS Video ................................$19.95

THE VOCALIST'S GUIDE TO FITNESS, HEALTH AND MUSICIANSHP
taught by Julie Lyonn Lieberman Homespun Video
Julie Lyonn Lieberman covers breath support, control and vocal stamina, and discusses the causes of vocal dysfunction, injury, tension, hoarseness, etc. Relaxation, healing and movement techniques are offered. Three top vocal experts and a physical fitness trainer assist Julie. 105-MIN. VIDEO • ALL LEVELS

00641164 VHS Video ................................$39.95

Basic Vocal Technique
BASICS VOCAL TECHNIQUE
taught by Penny Nichols Homespun Tapes
This tape is an encouraging and enjoyable lesson that will turn "listeners" into singers. It will help break down inhibitions, teach pitch perception and basic music theory, and get anyone started making wonderful vocal music.

60-MIN. VIDEO • NOVICE LEVEL

00641209 Book/Cassette Pack .......................$49.95

Also available:
INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS
GILBERT & SULLIVAN – THEIR GREATEST HITS
VIEW Video
The greatest, grandest tunes of music masters Gilbert & Sullivan come alive in this celebration of their most popular light operas. The best-loved songs from The Pirates of Penzance and many, many more, are presented in a spellbinding performance by the world-renowned D’Oyly Carte Singers and a chorus of 1000 voices. This fascinating and hugely entertaining cavalcade of pop classics, presented by Gilbert & Sullivan “themselves,” raises the curtain on both the men behind the music and the great magic they gave the world. A joyous, tuneful treasure that everyone will enjoy! 54 minutes. 00320286 VHS Video $19.95

THE LADIES SING THE BLUES
VIEW Video
See the “Ladies” who created an art form and sang their way into legend! Once-in-a-lifetime, complete live performances by the great American blues and jazz divas. Sixteen selections, including Bessie Smith in her only film performance, Lena Horne, Billie Holiday with an all-star band, Dinah Washington, Sarah Vaughan and much more. Black and white, 60 minutes. 00320075 VHS Video $29.95

MAKING OPERA
THE CREATION OF VERDI’S
LA FORZA DEL DESTINO
VIEW Video
Witness two stories – the making of an opera and the opera itself. An exciting and revealing look into the world of opera, this film follows the day-to-day process of staging a grand opera during a 21-day rehearsal period. The opera is Giuseppe Verdi’s La Forza del Destino, a new production of the Canadian Opera Company with a world-renowned cast. Combining behind-the-scenes footage with flash-forwards to the final result, we go from music and staging rehearsals to set design, costume and wig fittings, through to the dress rehearsal and on to the final spectacular production. 88 minutes. 00320285 VHS Video $29.95

AIRTO & FLORA PURIM – THE LATIN JAZZ ALL-STARS
VIEW Video
The sizzling sounds of Brazil came alive at the Queen Mary Jazz Festival, with perennial Down Beat No. 1 master percussionist Airto Moreira. He is joined by multi-octave vocalist Flora Purim and sax great Joe Farrell for a propulsive, percussive set. 60 minutes. 00320108 VHS Video $29.95

JOE WILLIAMS WITH GEORGE SHEARING: A SONG IS BORN
VIEW Video
Winner of the Down Beat Critics’ & Readers’ Polls. Joe is at the peak of his musical powers in this unique collaboration with piano legend George Shearing. His vocal excellence and impeccable taste are displayed in his versions of: A Child Is Born • Muddy Water • Tenderly • The Comeback • and nine other jewels. Live digital audio/video in 1991 from the Paul Masson Winery. 57 minutes. 00320088 VHS Video $19.95
Joshua Redman is nothing short of thrilling. Lester Young. The recreation by Craig Handy and legendary tenor saxophonists Coleman Hawkins and John Abercrombie, to the strutting groove of saxes, reinterpretation of classic jazz with enormously is not some archival film but a modern minutes.

Also steps forward to discuss his own approach to play-

Day Tuba

“In the midst of making his film Kansas City, Robert Altman, who was 9 years old in 1934, places his during the Depression era. The city, Mr. Altman as it might have taken place in a Kansas City club

Bottom Solitude

Songs performed include: Tickle Toe


“In the midst of making his film Kansas City, Robert Altman decided to recreate an all-night jam session as it might have taken place in a Kansas City club during the Depression era. The city, Mr. Altman’s hometown, was a magnet for great jazz musicians. Mr. Altman, who was 9 years old in 1934, places his film in the Hoy Hey Club, letting the musicians rule triumphantly. The music, covering composers from Count Basie to Duke Ellington, is toe-tappingly seductive. In no time at all, it’s easy to forget that this is not some archival film but a modern reinterpretation of classic jazz with enormously talented musicians of today. There is a ‘battle of the saxes,’ which actually took place between the legendary tenor saxophonists Coleman Hawkins and Lester Young. The recreation by Craig Handy and Joshua Redman is nothing short of thrilling.”


Songs performed include: Tickkle Toe • Indiana • Solitude • Blues in the Dark • Prince of Wails • Frogy Bottom • Harvard Square • King Portor Stomp • Lafayette • Lullaby of the Leaves • Piano Boogie • Pagan’ the Devil • Moten Swing • Queen Nontions • Yeah Man. 75 minutes.

John Denver is one of the best-known musicians of our times, and the songs he sings are among the best-loved melodies ever, from “Sunshine on My Shoulder” to “Calypso” to “Annie’s Song.” John’s songs evoke images of the simplicity of nature and the complexity of human emotions, yet they also display a concern for a wide range of environmental and political issues. In this video portrait, John Denver takes the viewer on a tour of songs that have spanned his entire career: from the inspiration of “Rocky Mountain High” to the political concerns of “Let Us Begin (What Are We Making Weapons For).” He shares the stories behind the songs, offering glimpses into both his craft and his private life. Also featured are segments from John’s enormously popular TV specials and his reflections on his acting career. Truly, this collection is one that both long-time fans and lovers of America’s most beloved music can treasure as an intimate look at one of the finest entertainers of this or any other generation. 60 minutes.

-02500256 VHS Video .............................................$19.95

GIL EVANS AND HIS ORCHESTRA

VIEW Video

Evans created the landmark Birth of the Cool with Miles Davis, and the list of musicians he’s played with reads like a “Who’s Who” of jazz history. In this live concert performance, he leads an all-star band (including Randy and Michael Brecker, Billy Cobham, Lew Soloff and Mike Mainieri) and performs ten selections. 57 minutes.

-00320107 VHS Video .....................................................$29.95

THE FREIGHT HOPPERS LIVE AT THE BEAVERSILVY BARN

David Bass, fiddle; Cary Ridley, guitar and vocals; Frank Lee, clawhammer banjo and vocals; Jim O’Keefe, string bass

Homespun Video

The most exciting and entertaining old-time string band on the scene today! This special session captures them in action as they perform eight traditional songs and fiddle tunes. Bonus: Each band member discusses his or her instrumental style, background and musical influences. 45-MIN. VIDEO • PERFORMANCE

-00641394 VHS Video .....................................................$19.95

MODERN JAZZ QUARTET – 40 YEARS OF MJQ

John Lewis (Piano), Percy Heath (Bass), Milt Jackson (Vibes), Mickey Roker (Drums)

VIEW Video

Would you believe that the Modern Jazz Quartet originated as the rhythm section for Dizzy Gillespie and his bebop band? MJQ is still swinging in their 40th Anniversary Concert celebration that showcases their signature sounds in performances of: Three Windows Medley • Sketch • Alexander’s Fugue • Adagio from Concerto de Aranjuez • A Day in Dubrovnik. The concert includes full accompaniment by a chamber string orchestra. 58 minutes.

-00320111 VHS Video .....................................................$19.95

ANTONIO CARLOS JOBIM: AN ALL-STAR TRIBUTE

Starring Herbie Hancock (musical director), Shirley Horn, Gonzalo Rubalcaba, Jon Hendricks, Joe Henderson, Gail Costa, & Antonio Carlos Jobim

VIEW Video

Direct from Brazil in his last recorded performance, Antonio Carlos Jobim (1927-1994) is joined by an international delegation of jazz giants to recreate his classic melodies in a beautiful, concert-length “thank you.” With over 400 songs to his credit, including the unforgettable “The Girl from Ipanema,” Jobim virtually single-handedly brought the world to bossa nova. Adapting the percussive excitement of the samba to the intimacy of the guitar while echoing the melodies and harmonies of cool jazz, Jobim’s new sound quickly became a staple ingredient in the jazz cookbook, earning Jobim an induction into the Songwriter’s Hall of Fame in 1991. Includes: Once I Loved • O Grande Amor • No More Blues • Wave • The Girl from Ipanema • and more. 60 minutes.

-07010861 DVD ..........................................................$24.98

JOHN DENVER – A PORTRAIT

Cherry Lane Music

John Denver is one of the best-known musicians of our times, and the songs he sings are among the best-loved melodies ever, from “Sunshine on My Shoulder” to “Calypso” to “Annie’s Song.” John’s songs evoke images of the simplicity of nature and the complexity of human emotions, yet they also display a concern for a wide range of environmental and political issues. In this video portrait, John Denver takes the viewer on a tour of songs that have spanned his entire career: from the inspiration of “Rocky Mountain High” to the political concerns of “Let Us Begin (What Are We Making Weapons For).” He shares the stories behind the songs, offering glimpses into both his craft and his private life. Also featured are segments from John’s enormously popular TV specials and his reflections on his acting career. Truly, this collection is one that both long-time fans and lovers of America’s most beloved music can treasure as an intimate look at one of the finest entertainers of this or any other generation. 60 minutes.

-02500256 VHS Video .....................................................$19.95

GORDON GOODWIN’S BIG PHAT BAND – SWINGIN’ FOR THE FENCES

Hal Leonard

Introducing a first-of-its-kind DVD audio experience! Compatible with all DVD players, Gordon Goodwin’s Big Phat Band takes the listener through ten of Gordon’s big band charts with amazing performances and stunning 5-channel sound. Featuring some of the leading jazz musicians on today’s scene, the Grammy-nominated “Swingin’ For The Fences” presents big band jazz in an exciting new audio environment, where the listener feels as if they were actually sitting among the musicians as they play. Includes: Sing Sing Sing, Count Bubba, Samba Del Gringo, Bach 2-Part Invention in D Minor; I Remember, Swingin’ for the Fences, Muestra Los Huesos (Shake Your Bones), Second Chances, There’s the Rub and A Few Good Men. Additional features included on the DVD: 14-minute “behind the scenes” video • bios and photos • optional commentary by Gordon Goodwin as the music plays • transcribed solos.

-07010861 DVD ..........................................................$24.98

GORDON GOODWIN’S BIG PHAT BAND

 Tubes...
Making and Playing Homemade Instruments

Macy Marxer and Cathy Pink
Homespun Video

Kids and parents of all ages will be delighted with this fun-filled musical experience. They'll learn to make and really play a bleach bottle banjo, a mouth bowl, a washtub bass, maracas and shakers, and other instruments using the simplest tools and inexpensive household materials.

Video One - Play in Ten Easy Lessons!

Includes: Creek Cats, Cowboy Cornbread, Put Your Finger In The Glass of Water, Crawly Creepy Little Mouse, This Land Is Your Land, Put Your Finger in the Air, Take Good Care of Your Hands, Make New Friends, Air Guitar, and more.

Filmed in different neighborhoods and locales dancing, singing and playing to the music. Eleven songs, including: Hambone, Five Times Five, The Little Rooster, Crawly Creepy Little Mouse, This Land Is Your Land, Put Your Finger in the Air and more.

55-MIN VIDEO • NOVICE LEVEL

— 00641171 VHS Video ...$19.95
— 00641172 Video One Only ...$19.95
— 00641173 Video Two Only ...$19.95

PETE SEEGER’S FAMILY SING-A-LONG

With Mike and Peggy Seeger
Homespun Video

Here’s a video the whole family will enjoy! Sing along with Pete, Peggy and Mike Seeger on some of the country’s best-loved folk songs for young people. The songs are funny, playful, educational and most kids love to sing. Includes eye-catching graphics and on-location shots of kids in different neighborhoods and locales dancing, singing and playing to the music. Eleven songs, including: Hambone, Five Times Five, The Little Rooster, Crawly Creepy Little Mouse, This Land Is Your Land, Put Your Finger in the Air and more.

35-MIN VIDEO • PERFORMANCE

— 00641341 VHS Video ...$19.95

SMARTSTART GUITAR

For ages 5 to 10
Taught by Jessica Baron Turner with Sarah Schenken and Aaron Smith
Homespun Video

Here’s a new and unusual approach to teaching young children to play and love the guitar. Jessica Baron Turner’s lesson starts kids off fast with an open tuning method that enables them to magically play a chord even before they learn left-hand fingering. With “Easy D” and “Easy C” they’ll be playing and singing songs in no time. This child-friendly lesson will start them off right! 50-MIN VIDEO • NOVICE LEVEL

— 00641365 VHS Video ...$19.95

UKULELE FOR KIDS - 2 VIDEO SET

Taught by Macy Marxer with special guest Ginger the dog
Homespun Video

The ukulele is a perfect starter instrument because of its small body and fingerboard. These lively, child-friendly videos prepare kids for a lifetime of musical enjoyment!

Video One - Play in Ten Easy Lessons!

Includes: Here, There, Everywhere, You’re a Great Kid, Has Anybody Here, High Windy, What Am I, One Life, Never Too Late, Give a Little Love, and more.

Filmed in different neighborhoods and locales with kids from age 6 to 12 dancing, singing and playing to the music. Eight songs, including: High Windy, Never Too Late, Give a Little Love, and more.

55-MIN VIDEO • NOVICE LEVEL

— 00641171 VHS Video ...$19.95
— 00641172 Video One Only ...$19.95
— 00641173 Video Two Only ...$19.95

FIDDLE FOR KIDS - 2 VIDEO SET

Taught by Luke and Jenny Anne Bulla with Jed Bulla (fiddle)
and Brad Bulla (guitar)
Homespun Video

Kids teaching kids what a great idea! Teenagers Luke and Jenny Anne Bulla, two rising bluegrass fiddle stars, help young players get started the right way. These championship winners are young enough to remember how they got started and really play a fiddle!

Video One: Luke and Jenny Anne teach the basics - tuning up, bowing, hand position, posture, finding the right size fiddle and more - to their seven year-old brother, Jed, and to the young student at home. The beginner will use these skills to play “Boil the Cabbage Down” and be ready to dig into more advanced studies and repertoire.

50-MIN VIDEO • INCLUDES MUSIC • NOVICE LEVEL (ages 6 - 12)

Video Two: After a quick review, students get into some real fiddle playing! Focusing on building repertoire, Luke and Jenny Anne break three tunes down into small, easy-to-grasp sections. By the end of this lesson (and with some practice), learning fiddlers will perform Old Joe Clark, Tennessee Waltz, Devil’s Dream. 60-MIN VIDEO • INCLUDES MUSIC • BEGINNER LEVEL (ages 6 - 12)

— 00641285 Complete Two-Tape Series...$39.95
— 00641286 Video One Only .................$19.95
— 00641287 Video Two Only .................$19.95

KIDS’ GUITAR - 2 VIDEO SET

Taught by Macy Marxer
Homespun Video

Video One - Play in Ten Easy Lessons: Children from age 6 to 12 (and their parents) will be delighted with this easy-to-follow video guitar course, the first devoted entirely to them! With clarity and lots of good humor, noted children’s performer Macy Marxer gets kids started on the joys of singing with the guitar and a basic understanding of music. Teaches nine songs.

75-MIN VIDEO • INCLUDES CHORDS • NOVICE LEVEL (ages 6 - 12)

— 00641168 Complete Two-Tape Series...$39.95
— 00641169 Video One Only .................$24.95
— 00641170 Video Two Only .................$24.95

Macy Marxer
Homespun Video

Contains many songs from the High Windy Audio release Air Guitar, including: Air Guitar • Make New Friends • Hands • One Glass of Water • and Take Good Care of Each Other. The family audience joins in on “Air Guitar,” signs along to “Take Good Care of Each Other,” and dazzees Macy with their advanced clapping techniques to the sounds of Cathy’s top-notch banjo playing. 30 minutes.

— 00320073 VHS Video ..................$14.95

Drumming for Kids

Making the Basics Fun & Easy

Taught by Sam Zucchini
Homespun Video

Drum kit NOT required! Sam Zucchini makes drumming fun and easy as he teaches how to keep time, count beats, understand rhythm and get tuned in to playing in an ensemble. Award-winning children’s entertainers The Zucchini Brothers join in on guitar and keyboards so the young drummer can play along with the band. If there’s a drum set in the house, that’s fine - but not necessary. Sam takes an ordinary kitchen stool and shows how to start using drumsticks to keep the beat on the rubber step-pad. The learning drummer develops coordination and timing through a series of interactive exercises that keep him or her involved and actively participating by playing along with the video.

60-MIN VIDEO • NOVICE LEVEL

— 00641471 VHS Video ..................$19.95
Choral Singing Style
Vocal Production
Tuning the Choir

Indianapolis Youth Chorale. They explore the historical, physical, emotional, and individual musical perspective of the boy's changing voice as well as how the process affects the choral ensemble as a whole. This video offers choir directors, studio voice teachers and young singers the opportunity to examine the process of vocal maturation and how that process might be approached within the choral ensemble. Includes warmups and vocal exercises, ranges and guidelines for the process of vocal maturation and how that process might be approached within the choral ensemble. Includes warmups and vocal exercises, ranges and guidelines for vocal classification, technical data, interviews with several young singers, and several excerpts of solo and choral repertoire in performance. Approx. 60 minutes.

DICTIONARY OF DANCE – THE ULTIMATE GUIDE FOR THE ChORAL DIRECTOR
with John Jacobson
Hal Leonard

Dictionary of Dance features over 450 choreography terms, defined and demonstrated with the music teacher in mind. The movements are alphabetized and numbered for ease of use, with easy to follow diagrams, diagrams and dozens of demonstration photos for further visual reference. The video features step-by-step instruction of these movements as demonstrated by John Jacobson and 4 student dance models, and presented in the same order as the book version for your quick reference. Sold separately, or together in a pak, this book & video reference is a must for your music library!

GOTTA SING, GOTTA DANCE: BASICS OF CHOREOGRAPHY AND STAGING
with John Jacobson
John Jacobson provides a comprehensive resource that covers the basics of choreography and staging. Featuring a step-by-step approach, these videos are a powerful teaching tool that will help you and your groups develop the “know-how” to add professional “pizzazz” to your musical performances. Topics include: The Basics Come First, Putting It All Together, Staging the Concert, and Movement and Staging for the Young Choir.

JOHN JACOBSON’S RISER CHOREOGRAPHY
A DIRECTOR’S GUIDE FOR ENHANCING CHORAL PERFORMANCES
Hal Leonard
John Jacobson’s ideas for staging and choreography on choral risers have been compiled in this easy-to-use resource for the beginning or veteran choral director. Covering basic formations, visual effect, and simple gestures that enhance the lyrics, this practical guide will help you incorporate all kinds of staging into your performance.

KIDS ON STAGE
with John Jacobson
Hal Leonard
Whether you are a veteran director of children's musicals or a novice, you will turn to this easy-to-use resource again and again! Like John Jacobson's popular “Riser Choreography”, this practical guide will lead you and your students into the wonderful world of “putting on a show.” Even if your “stage” is really just the gym floor, you’ll discover how to make the most of your performance through dozens of helpful photos and John’s clever step-by-step approach. See the techniques come alive on the video with John and a group of real 6th graders as they learn how to project their lines and communicate with the audience in several scenes and excerpts of musicals. Topics include basic stage terminology, blocking, stage projection, moving on stage, the use of microphones, developing and practicing self confidence, learning how to rehearse, helping the “background performers” feel special, tips on sound systems and accompaniment tapes, and many more to help give your performance that professional look. For Grades 3-8.

WE’RE ALL AMERICANS
by David Grover and the Big Bear Band
Hal Leonard
We all can make a difference! It’s a message about showing respect and love… about connecting with another no matter how different. Celebrate diversity and harmony with this inspiring collection by accomplished singer/songwriter and educator David Grover, based on a special concert of music and messages that brought together three groups of children from very different backgrounds. Songs include: Connection, The Golden Rule, Do Your Best, It Doesn’t Take Much To Make You Happy, The Work Song, I Like the Flowers, He May Be Slow, We’re All Americans, Peace Like a River/Amen.

WORLD MUSIC DRUMMING
by Will Schmid
Hal Leonard
Aimed primarily at grades 6-8 with extensions into the lower elementary grades and the high school, you and your students will learn drumming techniques, sing lots of great songs with accompaniment and movement, connect African and Latin American cultural traditions to the music performed, and discover how music can be the perfect vehicle for teaching team building, respect, focusing, listening, problem solving, and other important life skills. This helpful video goes right into the classroom to show how to teach the lessons, using middle school students to demonstrate the parts.
DINOSAURS AND MONSTERS
Mister Rogers, America’s trusted family friend, helps young children understand what scary monsters are – and aren’t – about. Childhood fears are real fears, even though many things that give rise to them are only fantasy.
Dinosaurs, for instance, were real, so Mister Rogers visits a museum where dinosaur skeletons are exhibited. Some of them had very big teeth. He also visits a construction site and learns how to operate a backhoe ... with its very big teeth!
In the Neighborhood of Make Believe, the puppet Prince Tuesday has been having scary dreams about dinosaurs. The mischievous Lady Elaine Fairchild can’t resist adding her own excitement with a dinosaur costume and her own kind of magic. Lady Aberlin and Handyman Negri clear up the resulting confusion and help the younger neighbors understand what is real and what is not. All this and more, as Mister Rogers talks and sings about important feelings of childhood. 64 minutes.

WHAT ABOUT LOVE?
In this video visit from Mister Rogers’ Neighborhood, creator and host Fred Rogers thinks about love in all its different guises. It’s the people we love the most that can make us the maddest, Mister Rogers reminds us, while encouraging children to find appropriate ways to express their strong feelings. One way to express anger, for instance, might be to play a xylophone or a drum; percussionist Don Liuzzi helps with this. This video both affirms the value of love and acknowledges other feelings that can go along with it. 51 minutes.

WHEN PARENTS ARE AWAY
As children grow, there are times when their parents must be away – whether the children stay at home with a sitter or are in daycare. In this video visit, television’s Mister Rogers helps children and adults deal with these times. In typical Rogers style, this visit contains songs, honest talk, outings to a daycare center and a graham cracker factory, and, of course, journeys to the land of Make Believe. Mister Rogers: When Parents Are Away can help your family talk about times of separation – and the feelings those times bring. 66 minutes.
**ALICE IN WONDERLAND: A DANCE FANTASY**

Alice, the Cheshire Cat, the Mad Hatter and the Queen are brought to life on the magical side of the looking glass in a dance fantasy as original as the Lewis Carroll story it tells. A magnificent array of costumes, colors and sets creates a Wonderland of kaleidoscopic beauty. The interweaving of ballet, mime, acrobatics and theatre gracefully dramatizes the story. Performed by The Prague Chamber Ballet and The Czech Philharmonic Orchestra. 27 minutes.

--- 00320165 VHS Video ................................................................. $19.95

**CINDERELLA: A DANCE FANTASY**

This classic fairy tale is depicted in all its romantic splendor in this ballet production set to Prokofiev’s timeless score. The magnificent music is the backdrop for the electrifying dancing, whose beauty and touches of humor will capture the imagination of all audiences. Performed by The Berlin Comic Opera Ballet. 31 minutes.

--- 00320162 VHS Video .................................................................. $19.95

**DAISY AND HER GARDEN: A DANCE FANTASY**

This scintillating production tells the tale of young Daisy living happily in her enchanted garden with animals and flowers as her companions, until the Winter Witch comes along and tries to banish Spring. This original fairy tale combines dance, mime, music and poetic narration with glorious sets and colorful costumes, for a magical introduction to the performing arts. 38 minutes.

--- 00320161 VHS Video .................................................................. $19.95

**HANSEL AND GRETEL**

Composed by Englebert Humperdinck

This may be the definitive production of one of the greatest fairy tales ever told. With brilliant imagination and technical wizardry, this 1954 feature uses stop-action animation and hand-sculpted dolls and sets to create a fantasy legend of unearthly beauty. Set to Englebert Humperdinck’s classic 1893 opera. This recording was nominated for a Grammy Award. 72 minutes.

--- 00320166 VHS Video ................................................................. $19.95

--- 00320307 DVD .......................................................................... $24.95

**MOZART’S THE MAGIC FLUTE STORY**

Performed by Gewandhaus Orchestra

Mozart’s brilliant comic opera will delight the whole family with brand new English narration to guide children through the story. This is the story of Prince Tamino and Princess Pamina, young lovers who use the powers of a magic flute to battle the forces of evil that threaten to keep them apart. Lavish sets and costumes complete Mozart’s glorious music and unforgettable cast of comic characters. 42 minutes.

--- 00320163 VHS Video ................................................................. $19.95

--- 00320308 DVD .......................................................................... $24.95

**THE SWAN LAKE STORY: A DANCE FANTASY**

This charming adaptation of Tchaikovsky's classic ballet tells the romantic story of a young maiden who is turned into a swan by a spell which can only be broken through a pledge of eternal love. Spectacular outdoor settings serve as both scenery and stage for this production. Performed by The London Philharmonic Orchestra and The State Ballet of Oregon. 38 minutes.

--- 00320160 VHS Video .................................................................. $19.95
It is 1742 and we are in Dublin, where ten-year-old Jamie O’Hara and the brilliant composer George Frederic Handel live. Jamie, who comes from a very poor family, has been caught stealing and is in jail. Handel, whose career is failing, needs his newest composition to be a big hit. By a stroke of destiny, the boy finds in one another a piece of life that fills his empty heart. For both know too well what it’s like not to be able to follow your dream. Set in 1717, Bach’s 32nd year, Bach’s Fight for Freedom passionately argues that the only master you can serve faithfully is your own heart.

Bach’s Fight For Freedom
The chapel organist, Johann Sebastian Bach, is enraged. It’s bad enough his boss, Duke Wilhelm, stifles his creativity. Now the bumbling fool has given him a servant he suspects is a spy! But soon, the temperamental composer recognizes a kindred soul in his new 10-year-old assistant, Frederick. For both know too well what’s its like not to be able to follow your dream. Set in 1717, Bach’s 32nd year, Bach’s Fight for Freedom passionately argues that the only master you can serve faithfully is your own heart.

Bach’s Fight For Freedom
Rich and successful, a dashing young musical superstar so adored that women faint when they meet him in the street, Franz Liszt is restless. He knows that something is missing in his glamorous life as the world’s greatest concert pianists. He meets Josy, a naturally gifted young Gypsy street musician, and subsequently wagers that he can turn Josy into a world-class musician. The bet turns into a mighty struggle of wills – the worldly sophisticate against the resourceful Gypsy boy and a conflict of freedom vs. discipline, heart vs. brain, passion vs. technique. Set in 1846, Liszt’s Rhapsody celebrates the miracle of talent and the triumph of dreams fulfilled.

Liszt’s Rhapsody
In a kitchen in Italy in 1862, little Reliana helps her grandmother Rosalie make pasta sauce. As stream swirls magically through the kitchen, Rosalie argues with her oldest friend Martina and tells the story of an opera composer they once both knew. Soon, Reliana finds herself transported through time back to a theatre in Rome nearly 50 years earlier. She is invisible to everyone except the composer, Signor Rossini. She watches in alarm as one of the singers puts a curse on the production and everything begins to go wrong. Set in 1816, the year The Barber of Seville had its disastrous premiere, Rossini’s Ghost is the story of three women who learn that your dream – or a great pasta sauce – requires nurturing, patience, and time.

Rossini’s Ghost
It is 1742 and we are in Dublin, where ten-year-old Jamie O’Haberty and the brilliant composer George Frederic Handel live. Jamie, who comes from a very poor family, has been caught stealing and is in jail. Handel, whose career is failing, needs his newest composition to be a big hit. By a stroke of destiny, the young boy and the composer become unlikely allies. Handel gets Jamie out of jail and the boy lends his golden voice to the first performance of Messiah. This production is filled with many of Handel’s most glorious musical works, and the captivating story reminds us that when you believe in yourself you can make comebacks in life and often get one last chance.

Handel’s Last Chance
The year is 1868, the city – Vienna, the music – exhilarating, yet all is not well with Johann Strauss, Jr., the darling of waltzing Vienna. Haunted by the constant pressure to outdo himself with each new composition, Strauss meets Nicholas, a humble stable boy who fears his brutal stepfather. To their surprise, the composer and the boy find in one another a piece of life’s emotional puzzle, discovering the healing bond of trust and embarking on a collaboration that will be music to the world’s ears.

Strauss: The King of the Three Quarter Time

**COMPOSERS’ SPECIALS VIDEO SERIES**

**BACH’S FIGHT FOR FREEDOM**

- Video (53-min.) $9.98
- CD Soundtrack $12.95

**BIZET’S DREAM**

- Video (56-min.) $9.98
- CD Soundtrack $12.95

**HANDEL’S LAST CHANCE**

- Video (51-min.) $9.98
- CD Soundtrack $12.95

**LISZT’S RHAPSODY**

- Video (49-min.) $9.98
- CD Soundtrack $12.95

**ROSSINI’S GHOST**

- Video (49-min.) $9.98
- CD Soundtrack $12.95

**STRAUSS: THE KING OF THE THREE QUARTER TIME**

- Video (51-min.) $9.98
- CD Soundtrack $12.95
PREPARING FOR YOUR CONCERT
When Music Works DVD Series
with Joanne Brackeen
Berklee Press
Bring more freedom and creativity to every performance with the help of renowned pianist and Berklee professor Joanne Brackeen. One of the most respected figures in jazz, Brackeen has played all over the world as soloist, bandleader, and side person for legends like Art Blakey, Joe Henderson and Stan Getz. In this Master Class, she takes you through the routines that have helped her get ready for decades worth of high-profile shows, and demonstrates exercises to get you physically and mentally primed. No matter what instrument you play, Brackeen will show you how to get loose, focused and ready for anything. So you can hit the stage with more confidence and energy.

_50448018 DVD ____________________________ $19.95

TURNTABLE TECHNIQUE
The Art of the DJ
featuring Stephen Webber
Berklee Press
Watch this DVD and learn to play the turntable like your favorite DJs and create your own style! Equally ideal for the beginner or experienced DJ, this disc will help you master the essentials and develop your own style behind the decks; see the step-by-step practice exercises; learn basic equipment set-up; develop beat matching and creative mixing skills; perfect scratching techniques like cutting, stalls, crabs and flares; and much more!

_50448025 DVD ____________________________ $22.95

MUSIC PUBLISHING: THE BASICS
with John Chaffin
Artistpro
Music Publishing: The Basics is an informative, easy-to-understand look at the music publishing industry. This Telly Award-winning production explores such areas as contracts, clauses, copyrights, entertainment attorneys, the jobs of the different departments of a music publishing company, and starting your own publishing house. This video is also packed with resources to help you learn more about the exciting and complex world of music publishing with plain-English explanations of how the business works. 33 minutes.

_00331006 VHS Video ______________________ $19.95

THE INSTRUMENTALIST’S GUIDE TO FITNESS, HEALTH AND MUSICIANSHIP
taught by Julie Lyonn Lieberman with special guests Barry Mitterhoff (mandolin/ guitar), John Blake, Jr (violin), David Krakauer (clarinet) and Sumi Tonaska (piano)
Homespun Video
With the help of professional musicians and a physical fitness trainer, Julie Lyonn Lieberman presents relaxation, healing and centering exercises, breathing and stretching techniques, self-massage and warm-ups. Musicians will see and feel how tension negatively affects their playing and learn how to eliminate it. 105-MIN. VIDEO • ALL LEVELS

_00641156 VHS Video ______________________ $39.95

BUILDING YOUR MUSIC CAREER
When Music Works DVD Series
featuring David Rosenthal
Berklee Press
Get detailed, practical advice on how to network, adapt to different musical settings, take full advantage of opportunities, and be a successful musician. A consummate pro in constant demand, David Rosenthal conveys wisdom earned over two decades as keyboardist, touring musician, producer, bandleader and collaborator with everyone from Billy Joel and Robert Palmer to Cyndi Lauper and Enrique Iglesias. Separating the “music” from the “business,” he discusses the importance of networking, hiring a good lawyer, knowing your gear inside and out, adapting your skills to different settings, and, most importantly, being ready to seize opportunities whenever they arise. Put his strategies to work for your career. 36 minutes.

_50448013 DVD ____________________________ $19.95

REFERENCE

BUILDING YOUR MUSIC CAREER
When Music Works DVD Series
featuring David Rosenthal
Berklee Press
Get detailed, practical advice on how to network, adapt to different musical settings, take full advantage of opportunities, and be a successful musician. A consummate pro in constant demand, David Rosenthal conveys wisdom earned over two decades as keyboardist, touring musician, producer, bandleader and collaborator with everyone from Billy Joel and Robert Palmer to Cyndi Lauper and Enrique Iglesias. Separating the “music” from the “business,” he discusses the importance of networking, hiring a good lawyer, knowing your gear inside and out, adapting your skills to different settings, and, most importantly, being ready to seize opportunities whenever they arise. Put his strategies to work for your career. 36 minutes.

_50448013 DVD ____________________________ $19.95

THE INSTRUMENTALIST’S GUIDE TO FITNESS, HEALTH AND MUSICIANSHIP
taught by Julie Lyonn Lieberman with special guests Barry Mitterhoff (mandolin/ guitar), John Blake, Jr (violin), David Krakauer (clarinet) and Sumi Tonaska (piano)
Homespun Video
With the help of professional musicians and a physical fitness trainer, Julie Lyonn Lieberman presents relaxation, healing and centering exercises, breathing and stretching techniques, self-massage and warm-ups. Musicians will see and feel how tension negatively affects their playing and learn how to eliminate it. 105-MIN. VIDEO • ALL LEVELS

_00641156 VHS Video ______________________ $39.95

MUSIC PUBLISHING: THE BASICS
with John Chaffin
Artistpro
Music Publishing: The Basics is an informative, easy-to-understand look at the music publishing industry. This Telly Award-winning production explores such areas as contracts, clauses, copyrights, entertainment attorneys, the jobs of the different departments of a music publishing company, and starting your own publishing house. This video is also packed with resources to help you learn more about the exciting and complex world of music publishing with plain-English explanations of how the business works. 33 minutes.

_00331006 VHS Video ______________________ $19.95

PREPARING FOR YOUR CONCERT
When Music Works DVD Series
with Joanne Brackeen
Berklee Press
Bring more freedom and creativity to every performance with the help of renowned pianist and Berklee professor Joanne Brackeen. One of the most respected figures in jazz, Brackeen has played all over the world as soloist, bandleader, and side person for legends like Art Blakey, Joe Henderson and Stan Getz. In this Master Class, she takes you through the routines that have helped her get ready for decades worth of high-profile shows, and demonstrates exercises to get you physically and mentally primed. No matter what instrument you play, Brackeen will show you how to get loose, focused and ready for anything. So you can hit the stage with more confidence and energy.

_50448018 DVD ____________________________ $19.95

TURNTABLE TECHNIQUE
The Art of the DJ
featuring Stephen Webber
Berklee Press
Watch this DVD and learn to play the turntable like your favorite DJs and create your own style! Equally ideal for the beginner or experienced DJ, this disc will help you master the essentials and develop your own style behind the decks; see the step-by-step practice exercises; learn basic equipment set-up; develop beat matching and creative mixing skills; perfect scratching techniques like cutting, stalls, crabs and flares; and much more!

_50448025 DVD ____________________________ $22.95

MUSIC PUBLISHING: THE BASICS
with John Chaffin
Artistpro
Music Publishing: The Basics is an informative, easy-to-understand look at the music publishing industry. This Telly Award-winning production explores such areas as contracts, clauses, copyrights, entertainment attorneys, the jobs of the different departments of a music publishing company, and starting your own publishing house. This video is also packed with resources to help you learn more about the exciting and complex world of music publishing with plain-English explanations of how the business works. 33 minutes.

_00331006 VHS Video ______________________ $19.95
**THE ART OF MIXING – VIDEO BOXED SET**

by David Gibson

**ArtistPro**

The #1 all-time bestselling book on mixing comes to life in over three and a half hours of vivid, detailed animated instruction in this great new two-video set! With Gibson’s exclusive 3D visual framework, you’ll learn the right way to create every style of mix for any style of music. Video 1 focuses on the visual representations of audio imaging and studio equipment. It provides an introduction to the visual framework achieved from representing sounds in mixes. Covers: the specific correlations between audio parameters and video parameters, volume (front/back), panning (left/right), frequency (up/down), and time. It also gives descriptions and visuals of the functions of compressors, limiters, noise gates, equalization, delays, and EQ and effects. Video 2 uses the visual framework introduced in the first video to explain how to use studio equipment to create various types of mixes. It teaches viewers the basic concept of making a mix that is appropriate for the music and song, and lets them explore the complete range of possibilities available to the engineer in a mix using volume, panning, and EQ effects.

---

**SETTING UP YOUR SURROUND STUDIO**

by Bobby Owsinski

Backbeat Books

Get Bobby Owsinski to set up your surround studio! Through the magic of DVD the West Coast Editor of Surround Professional magazine will come into your studio (sort of) and tell you exactly what you need to do to get your place surround-ready. He will appear on your monitor and explain what gear you need to get started, where to place and how to calibrate your speakers, what the difference between formats are, and much more.

---

**RECORDING WITH BRUCE SWEDEN**

by Bruce Swedien

**ArtistPro**

Bruce Swedien has recorded the best-selling music of all time, and has won Grammy Awards for “Best Engineered Recording” for Michael Jackson’s Thriller (1982), Bad (1987), and Dangerous (1991), and for Quincy Jones’ Back on the Block (1996). In this video, Bruce demonstrates techniques he developed recording a wide variety of artists – Count Basie, Duke Ellington, Frankie Valli and the Four Seasons, Donna Summer, Natalie Cole, George Benson, The Chi-Lits, Missing Persons, James Ingram and many others. Don’t miss this exciting, in-the-studio, hands-on learning experience with one of recordings great masters! 60 minutes.

---

**SOUND REINFORCEMENT**

by Hal Leonard

In Sound Reinforcement, veteran sound engineer Chris Torrey will teach you how to mix a band in any type of live setting – from small clubs to large theaters. You’ll learn proper mic selection and placement, how to find and eliminate feedback, how to assess a new room, and how to use compression, EQ, and reverb. This video is great for not only live sound engineers but also gigging musicians who want to better understand their PA system and how to achieve terrific live sound. It is truly a unique opportunity for you to receive a lesson from one of today’s finest sound engineers. 61 minutes.

---

**UNDERSTANDING SAMPLERS AND SAMPLING**

by David Wills

**ArtistPro**

Sampling technology has brought the world of high-quality sounds within the reach of any musician or studio owner. Having access to a $50,000 grand piano or a barrage of rare ethnic instruments on a floppy disk has forever changed the rules about who can and cannot afford to have the most up-to-date sounds. Understanding Samplers and Sampling will teach you the ins and outs of sampling, and familiarize you with the how and why of what makes a great sample. Instructor David Wills will also reveal all the tips and tricks to help you get the most out of your sampling gear. 43 minutes.
ArtistPro
$39.95 each

ArtistPro Publishing - the world’s leading producer of pro audio educational book and video titles - embarks on an ambitious quest to improve your studio production skills with this expansive, all-new InstantPro DVD series. This series explores basic and advanced functions of the recording industry’s most popular software programs, and features all the inside knowledge you need to get the most out of your studio investment.

Each DVD runs at least 90 minutes and is hosted by an expert on the latest version of the program being presented. With cross-platform programs, the DVD covers both the Mac and PC versions. All parts of these interactive DVDs are fully accessible through detailed menus, making sure that it will be easy to find whatever topic is of particular interest to you.

CUBASE 5.1
Cubase VST has quickly become one of the most popular recording and sequencing programs for both the Mac and PC, and is used equally in pro and home studios throughout the world. The program is packed with features, and these two DVDs will guide you through every basic feature and every nuance. The beginner DVD is for those who have just acquired the program, and will guide the learner through basic audio and MIDI functions, mixing and editing. The advanced DVD is for those who already have a working knowledge of Cubase and want to use the program to its full potential, including effects automation, advanced MIDI and Audio functions, and synchronization. Both DVDs apply to all current 5.1 versions of Cubase for both the Mac and PC. Each disc contains about 3 hours of instruction.

______00331032 Beginner
______00331057 Advanced

CUBASE SX
Released in 2002, Cubase SX is a new product from Steinberg that expands the Cubase family of digital audio sequencers. The program is packed with new features, and is quite different from Cubase 5.1. These two DVDs will guide you through every basic feature and every nuance. The beginner DVD is for those who have just acquired the program, and will guide the learner through basic audio, MIDI functions, mixing and editing. The advanced DVD is for those who already have a working knowledge of Cubase and want to use the program to its full potential. Both DVDs apply to all current SX/SL versions of Cubase for both the Mac and PC. Each disc contains about 3 hours of instruction.

______00331058 Beginner
______00331059 Advanced

GIGASTUDIO
The GigaStudio software from Tascam is the most popular software sampler on the market today. It’s a complex program that offers full-featured sampling, looping, and effects with MIDI control and a host of other features. The InstantPro DVD on GigaStudio will bring you up to speed on the software’s most basic features that will get you started as well as its most advanced nuances that will add sparkle to your musical productions.

______00331060

PRO TOOLS
Digidesign’s Pro Tools is now the industry-standard digital production environment, and most pro engineers suggest that anyone working in the recording industry should have Pro Tools experience. These two DVD titles will give you a professional understanding of how Pro Tools is used to create all types of music. The beginner DVD introduces you to the basic functions of recording, mixing, and editing with a Pro Tools rig. The advanced DVD expands on that, giving you the advanced editing, effects, and software tips that will take your music to the next level. Whether you’re producing at home or in the studio, you need to get the most out of your Pro Tools investment. These DVDs will show the way. Both DVDs apply to all current versions of Pro Tools for both the Mac and PC. Each disc contains about 2 hours of instruction.

______00331032 Beginner
______00331061 Advanced

REASON
Propellerhead Software’s Reason 2.0 is a revolutionary software synthesizer and sequencer that can function as a total virtual production environment, integrating software synths and drum machines with sampler, playback, and effects modules. Reason has become the weapon of choice for many electronic musicians, and the DVD will make sure you don’t get left behind! The DVD covers all of Reason’s functions from basic sequencing and sound production to advanced effects and integration with other programs via ReWire.

______00331027

REBIRTH/RECYCLE
Propellerhead’s Rebirth is a full-featured software and drum synthesizer modeled after the beloved Roland TB-303 bassline machine and the TR-808 and TR-909 analog drum machines. Recycle is Propellerhead’s full-featured loop and sample software. These programs are a fixture in most professional electronic musicians’ arsenals, and this DVD will give you the knowledge you need to unlock the software’s full potential and make the hottest dance sounds!

______00331062

SONAR
Cakewalk’s SONAR is the PC-recording world’s most popular program, with a full range of recording, mixing, and editing functions. These DVDs will bring you up to speed on all of SONAR’s features, from basic recording all the way to DirectX effects automation and beyond. If you’re just getting started, the beginner DVD is for you. If you are using SONAR now and want to improve your skills, the advanced DVD will help. These DVDs are your complete guide to getting professional results with SONAR.

______00331029 Beginner
______00331063 Advanced

WAVELAB
WaveLab 4.0 is one of the most popular audio editing and mastering programs for the PC. Its speed and ease-of-use in mastering applications have made it a fixture in many commercial and project studios. This DVD explores using WaveLab to edit your finished mixes, master them with hot levels, and end up with a great-sounding CD!

______00331028
SHAPING YOUR SOUND WITH ANALOG MULTI-TRACK RECORDING
Discover the characteristics of analog tape and recorders and the techniques to make top-quality recordings no matter how many tracks you use! This video teaches how to professionally build a song, step by step, through the tracking and overdubbing process using dozens of musical examples and demos. Learn precision erasure and tape editing, speed shifting, backwards recording and more. Powerful animations and advanced visuals provide detailed examples!

00320174 VHS Video ................................................................. $24.95

SHAPING YOUR SOUND WITH EQUALIZERS, COMPRESSORS & GATES
Learn to use your EQ to open up the sound of your recordings and make room for each instrumental texture while discovering various types of EQ curves and devices. This video covers compressors and gates and how to use them to shape the dynamics of any instrument by emphasizing or diminishing the attack, sustain or release of each note, and tells how to set up each of these devices with particular instruments and when to use them. Computer animations and visuals help you understand how these workhorse tools can teach you amazing hi-tech tricks!

00320176 VHS Video ................................................................. $24.95

SHAPING YOUR SOUND WITH MICROPHONES
This video features dozens of musical examples that show you the best ways to mike drums, guitars, pianos, horns, vocals, strings and more! Clear demonstrations let you SEE and HEAR the advantages and disadvantages of various studio microphone types and designs. You can explore stereo miking techniques and the complexities of multiple microphone set-ups, and learn how sound works with a mic through computer animations and visual displays.

00320173 VHS Video ................................................................. $24.95

SHAPING YOUR SOUND WITH MIXERS & MIXING
With this video, you can: sit in on a complex 16-track recording mixing session; explore the inside of the recording console and learn how to route signals in, through and out of the board; understand effects, loops, mixing in layers, adding vocals, completing the mix-down; and more.

00320175 VHS Video ................................................................. $24.95

SHAPING YOUR SOUND WITH REVERB & DELAY
With this video, you’ll discover the techniques professional engineers use to shape the space where the sound happens! Learn how to create custom flanging, delay, phasing, echo and chorusing effects. Through dozens of examples and demonstrations, you’ll see and hear exactly how every effect is achieved, and learn precisely how the sound behaves with these effects through computer animations and visual displays.

00320172 VHS Video ................................................................. $24.95

SHAPING YOUR SOUND – COMPLETE COURSE PACK

00320177 5-Video Pack ............................................................. $99.95

SHAPING YOUR SOUND – COMPLETE COURSE PACK

For more than a decade, this classic video course has taught professional recording techniques to thousands of musicians, students, engineers and producers.

00330867 DVD ......................................................................... $39.95

SHAPING YOUR SOUND WITH REVERB, DELAY EQUALIZERS, COMPRESSORS AND GATES
This volume demystifies and explains the secrets of expert audio recording in an easy-to-understand manner so you can immediately get the most out of your recording setup. In this DVD, you’ll sit in on a complex mixing session, and see the advantages of various studio microphone types. Also, you’ll learn the ins and outs of analog multi-track recording, the format that is still preferred by the pros. Hosted by world-renowned educator, producer, and engineer Tom Lubin, this DVD will give you the skills you need to make good recordings sound great. 180 minutes.

00330867 DVD ......................................................................... $39.95

SHAPING YOUR SOUND WITH REVERB, DELAY EQUALIZERS, COMPRESSORS AND GATES
This volume demystifies and explains the secrets of expert signal processing in an easy-to-understand manner so you can immediately get the most out of your recording setup. You’ll learn how to use EQ to open up the sound of your recordings, understand how to use compressors to alter the dynamics of any instrument, and see dozens of demonstrations showing you exactly how to get the most out of reverb and delay effects. Hosted by world-renowned educator, producer, and engineer Tom Lubin, this DVD will give you the skills you need to make good recordings sound great. 150 minutes.

00330866 DVD ......................................................................... $39.95
VIDEO FLOOR DISPLAY
This rack display comes with a header and is perfect for showcasing DVDs and videos! Holds approximately 100 titles.

- 00750167 $55.00 net

VIDEO COUNTER CORRUGATED DISPLAY
Compact and durable, this display holds 12 videos!

- 00750216 $9.95 net

18" VIDEO CORRUGATED DISPLAY
This countertop display holds 30-50 DVD's and/or videos. Only requires 18" of counter space.

- 00750010 $25.00 net

The Hal Leonard Video Rack 'N' Roll program is designed to service dealers not currently stocking video product. This program features a display, the hottest video titles, inventory control with stock balance options, and total service and support from Hal Leonard. Satisfaction guaranteed! Please contact your Hal Leonard Sales Rep for more details.
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